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Many human rights defenders operate from within higher education institutions, research institutes, academies, societies and ‘think-tanks’. Many of these academics, researchers and lecturers would recognise themselves as human rights defenders because their academic work is consciously paired with rights-promoting education and advocacy. Others may not set out to be human rights defenders, but are cast in the role after being targeted for attack. Human rights claims arising out of such attacks on intellectual-HRDs, if brought, typically do not include claims for violations of academic freedom. As a result the standards are underdeveloped relative to other human rights claims and the scope of academic freedom violations globally. This may be in part due to a negatively reinforcing lack of familiarity with issues of academic freedom and the available standards for protection among human rights advocates, and in part to the fact that attacks on academic freedom often manifest as violations of other rights under which claims are brought (e.g. wrongful detention or torture). This article argues that existing human rights law would sustain claims for violations of academic freedom as independently and interdependently derived from the rights to freedom of opinion and expression and the right to education. This article argues that including academic freedom claims in such cases has the benefit of providing an additional basis for relief while strengthening the claim for relief on a manifested violation by providing evidence of motive and intent. Including academic freedom claims also has the independent value of addressing the wider harms to the claimant-victim and society that result from attacks on intellectual expression and are not reached by relief on the manifested violation alone, including harms to a claimant-victim’s creative, intellectual or expressive work, and widespread chilling effects on creativity, teaching, publication and the free exchange of ideas in society.
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1. **Introduction**

Many human rights defenders (HRDs) operate on a full or part-time basis from within higher education institutions, including research and teaching universities and colleges as well as independent research institutes, academies, societies and ‘think-tanks’. Many of these academics, researchers and lecturers would recognise themselves as HRDs because their academic research, publishing and/or teaching is consciously paired with rights-promoting education and advocacy activities. This is most evident, for example, with...
academics working in areas directly related to human rights, including women’s rights, children’s rights, minority rights, land rights, freedom of religion, environmental rights and more.

Others may not set out to be HRDs, but nevertheless are cast in that role as a consequence of being targeted. Some of these may be targeted because of the specific content of their scholarly research, publishing or teaching. For example, a professor of public health whose data on infant mortality undermine the credibility of government claims who engages in advocacy rather than acquiesce to censorship. The environmental researcher whose work on water-management exposes government policy failures, who undertakes public education efforts, resulting in loss of position or prosecution. The professor of religious studies whose reinterpretation of sacred texts promotes inter-sectoral dialogue, despite risks of physical assault.

Still others may be targeted not because of the content of their work, but due to their prominent standing in the intellectual community, especially if they are members of a religious, ethnic or geographic sub-community. For example, a prominent, internationally recognised writer or scientist may be pressured to endorse government or political agendas. Prominent professors of a particular ethnic, religious or geographic group may be pressured to support policies which impact these groups, often negatively. In these cases, a scholar’s reluctance or refusal may trigger harassment, intimidation and physical attacks, including grave human rights violations. This is especially true when intellectuals frustrated by restrictions on intellectual inquiry and expression begin to demand recognition of greater freedoms, not only for themselves, but for colleagues and perhaps inevitably for the wider society. There is a rich history of physicists, for example, who despite rarely or never being targeted because of the content of their research have become prominent human rights defenders in the course of demanding greater freedom to travel, engage with colleagues, and express their views publicly, without censorship or intimidation. Tragically but perhaps predictably, there is an equally rich tradition of persecution of such intellectual-HRDs by state and non-state actors, the latter often acting with direct or complicit support of states, or at least without reasonable state efforts to protect individuals against such attacks or to hold perpetrators accountable.

Human rights claims arising out of such attacks on intellectual-HRDs, if they are brought, typically do not include claims for violations of academic freedom. (Here ‘claims’ are understood broadly as including but not limited to complaints, petitions and other advocacy before United Nations (UN), regional, sub-regional and national institutions competent to address alleged violations of human rights, including courts, tribunals, committees, commissions, ombudspersons and other regular or special procedures and mechanisms.) As a result the standards are underdeveloped relative to other human rights claims and the scope of academic freedom violations globally. This may be in part due to lack of familiarity with issues of academic freedom and the available standards for protection among human rights advocates (a fact which becomes negatively reinforcing), and in part to the fact that attacks on academic freedom often manifest as violations of other rights under which claims are brought. For example in the case of a professor imprisoned in retaliation for publishing a paper on human rights – an academic freedom violation – a claim may be brought for wrongful detention alone. In the case of a scholar tortured because of the content of lectures on human rights, a claim may be brought alleging torture, without mentioning the academic freedom violation which preceded it.

This article argues that in many of these instances existing international human rights law would also sustain claims for violations of academic freedom, defined here as including both traditional core freedoms of teaching and research, as well as related values of higher
education on which core academic freedom depends, including access (including anti-discrimination principles), accountability, autonomy and social responsibility. This article argues that existing international human rights law would recognise such claims to academic freedom as independently and interdependently derived from the rights to freedom of opinion and expression and the right to education. This is not to claim that academic freedom is a ‘new’, independent right, but rather that these well-established rights each, separately and in combination, already include within them protection for the range of conduct that is known as ‘academic freedom’. This article further argues that including a claim for academic freedom violations in such cases has the benefit of providing an additional basis for relief, while strengthening the claim for relief on the manifested violation (e.g. wrongful detention or torture) by providing evidence of motive and intent. Including a claim for academic freedom violations also has a separate, independent value, in that it can address the wider harms to the claimant-victim and society generally that result from intentional attacks on intellectual expression and are not reached by the claims for relief on the manifested violation alone, including harms to a claimant-victim’s creative, intellectual or expressive work, and the widespread chilling effects on creativity, teaching, publication and the free exchange of ideas in society. This article is intended to assist human rights advocates in developing familiarity with these issues and standards with the hope of encouraging the inclusion of such claims in appropriate cases.

1.1 The history and scope of academic freedom

Academic freedom has its roots in the evolution of the modern university, to which all regions of the world have made important contributions, each worthy of further examination beyond the scope of this article. Institutions of advanced learning which were the precursors or in some cases direct predecessors of modern universities developed in Asia (third century), the Middle East (sixth century) and Africa (ninth century). Borrowing from many of these traditions, the European university model emerged with the University of Bologna (established 1088), the University of Paris (established 1150) and their successors, and from these emerged early modern understandings of intellectual freedom, including academic freedom and university autonomy. These have endured challenges and matured through the Renaissance, Enlightenment and Industrial Revolution, leading ultimately to the innovations of the Humboldtian research university in early nineteenth-century Germany that formalised the ideas of lehrfreiheit and lernfreiheit, the freedom to teach and learn, to remove restrictions on academics in the classroom and laboratory. Higher education in Latin and North American institutions was greatly influenced by these developments. The Cordoba Reform of 1918 expanded understandings of how universities could be self-governing and free from government interference, leading to Latin America’s autonomous universities, and in the early twentieth century the American Association of University Professors (AAUP) formalising understandings of academic freedom, including establishing tenure as a protection for academic freedom and eventually extending the scope of this freedom beyond merely classroom and research content to include some protection of academics’ expression outside of the university, even on subjects outside of the professor’s academic expertise. This recognised academics as valuable social contributors, affording them protections to encourage the dissemination of their views.

While these principles were still often violated, such as in the United States during the McCarthy era when academics were investigated and improperly discharged from their positions for political reasons, the evolution and spread of these ideas continued through the
twentieth century, leading to a number of important statements on academic freedom and autonomy. Ultimately the UNESCO Recommendation Concerning the Status of Higher Education Teaching Personnel (RecSHETP), adopted by the General Conference of UNESCO in 1997, memorialised international understandings of academic freedom and related higher education values and recognised the responsibility of member states to undertake efforts to protect and promote the same.

The UNESCO recommendation articulates the core content of academic freedom, but like freedom of expression and other rights it is difficult to provide a definition of academic freedom that precisely defines its full scope or delimits all forms of protected content or conduct in all contexts. Nevertheless, the UNESCO Recommendation defines academic freedom as scholars’ right, without constriction by prescribed doctrine, to freedom of teaching and discussion, freedom in carrying out research and disseminating and publishing the results thereof, freedom to express freely their opinion about the institution or system in which they work, freedom from institutional censorship and freedom to participate in professional or representative academic bodies.

A more comprehensive understanding includes those related values of higher education systems on which core academic freedom depends, generally listed as including access (including anti-discrimination principles), accountability, autonomy (which is described as ‘the institutional form of academic freedom and a necessary precondition to guarantee’ core academic freedom and includes an implied element of physical security), and social responsibility. This understanding grounds academic freedom in the context of democratic values, placing responsibilities on scholars to engage with society outside of the classroom, laboratory or campus, and in return providing some measure of protection for what otherwise might be construed as extramural activities. A case by case determination is required to clarify what is appropriate scholarly engagement in society versus activity which is more appropriately characterised as political or personal in nature which would not be protected by academic freedom, but may nevertheless be protected by general human rights principles.

The fullest understanding of academic freedom accepts this distinction while recognising that in order to protect the core and socially engaged understandings of academic freedom, it is necessary to recognise not only that ‘higher education teaching personnel, like all other groups and individuals, should enjoy those internationally recognized civil, political, social and cultural rights applicable to all citizens’, but also that violations of these rights often interfere with the meaningful exercise of core academic freedom by direct victims and by third parties intimidated by attacks on others. Recognising this, Scholars at Risk interprets its mandate to protect scholars to include both promoting academic freedom in its core and socially engaged understandings and defending the human rights of scholars and other members of higher education communities. Therefore the use of the term ‘academic freedom’ in this document should be understood as including all three understandings, unless otherwise indicated.

1.2 Academic freedom’s role in society

Academic freedom is critical in top-quality higher education communities and society generally. At their best, higher education communities are models and teachers of democratic values. They model and pass into society the skills and knowledge necessary for democratic
value systems to function properly, most notably a democratic ‘knowledge-over-force’ principle that rejects violence and force as determinants of outcomes, in favour of process, evidence, reasoned discourse and quality. In this critical function, higher education communities matter enormously to the independence and well-being of every nation. But to serve in this role, higher education communities must be grounded in core values including access, accountability, academic freedom, autonomy and social responsibility. Where these are respected, higher education communities not only play a utilitarian role of developing valuable skills and services, but they maximise individual capacity to make informed, creative contributions to society. Without these core values, higher education risks being limited to replication and training in the service of an existing (often undemocratic) status quo; the social, political and cultural functions of education narrow; and efforts to broaden these may be characterised as destabilising threats, creating a pretext for violent attacks against members of higher education communities.

Indeed, purposeful attacks on scholars have been documented throughout history, and have taken numerous forms, including violent attacks and disappearances; arbitrary arrest and detention; retaliatory discharge and loss of position; restrictions on travel and movement; as well as attacks directed at higher education communities as a whole, including university closures, suppression of strikes and protests, censorship, and discriminatory restrictions on academic resources. Other common forms of attacks on scholars and universities include ideological pressure and censorship (including imposition of approved national ideology, book burning and ideological revisionism), closing of schools and universities, suppression of student protests, restrictions on travel and exchange of information, and discriminatory restrictions on academic resources (including discrimination against women, indigenous peoples and cultural or ethnic minorities).

There is a rich history of corresponding efforts to protect scholars and universities from such attacks. These include most notably organised efforts to assist European scholars in the 1930s, scientists and other intellectuals from Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union during the Cold War, and professors and students from Latin America during the dictatorships of the 1970s–1980s. Until very recently these efforts focused on humanitarian efforts to remove scholars and students from physical or professional insecurity in their home territory, and to assist them and those otherwise stranded outside their home territory with continuing their studies or intellectual work. Scholars at Risk and its partners, in addition to continuing these essential humanitarian efforts, have devoted considerable effort to prevention, including monitoring incidents of attacks on higher education communities, campaigning for greater protection measures and support for victims in situ, and deterring future attacks by urging states to conduct timely, thorough and transparent investigations of incidents and to hold perpetrators accountable in proceedings consistent with internationally recognised standards.

This article extends these efforts by calling attention to the fact that many states, in part to promote a top-quality higher education sector that contributes fully to democratic value systems, national integrity and prosperity, and perhaps in part to protect against such attacks, have already acknowledged international human rights treaty obligations that include, inter alia, protections for academic freedom and related higher education values, as discussed below.

2. Bringing claims for violations of academic freedom under human rights law

Despite these existing treaty obligations, claims for violations of academic freedom are rarely brought under human rights law. As a result the standards are underdeveloped
relative to other human rights violations and the scope of academic freedom violations globally. This may be in part due to lack of familiarity with issues of academic freedom and the available standards for protection among human rights advocates (a fact which becomes negatively reinforcing as failure to invoke the standards contributes to their underdevelopment and lack of familiarity). This may also be due in part to the fact that attacks on academic freedom often manifest as violations of other rights under which claims are brought. For example, in the case of a professor imprisoned in retaliation for publishing a paper – an academic freedom violation – a claim may be brought for wrongful detention alone. In the case of a scholar tortured because of the content of lectures, a claim may be brought alleging torture, without mentioning the academic freedom violation which preceded it.

Including a claim for academic freedom violations in such cases can provide an additional basis for relief, while strengthening the claim for relief on the manifested violation (e.g. wrongful detention or torture) by providing evidence of motive and intent. Including a claim for academic freedom violations also has a separate, independent value, in that it can address the wider harms to the claimant-victim and society generally that result from intentional attacks on intellectual expression and are not reached by the claims for relief on the manifested violation alone. These include harms brought against the claimant-victim’s current and future creative, intellectual or expressive work, and the widespread chilling effects on research, experimentation, creativity, teaching, publication and the free exchange of knowledge and information throughout the society. This article is intended to assist human rights advocates in developing familiarity with these issues and standards with the hope of encouraging the inclusion of such claims in appropriate cases.

2.1 Protection for academic freedom under international human rights law

International human rights law would recognise academic freedom as independently and interdependently derived from the rights to freedom of opinion and expression and the right to education, as these have been articulated in Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and Article 13 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), respectively, and other comparable instruments of the UN and major regional human rights systems (see Figure 1).

2.2 Article 19: Freedom of opinion and expression

The rights to freedom of opinion and expression include ‘the freedom to seek, receive, and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art, or through any other media of [one’s] choice’ (ICCPR: art. 19, para. 2). Academic conduct and content are clearly protected as specific forms of opinion and expression. Necessarily then, the limitations on the state’s authority to restrict opinion or expression similarly apply to academic freedom. Under international obligations a state may not restrict the rights to freedom of opinion or expression without a justification that either constitutes derogation from its obligations or a reasonable restriction as defined by the particular instrument itself. To be found reasonable, a restriction must be necessary and proportionate and the reasons for such restriction must be considered relevant and sufficient in light of an acceptable assessment of the facts of the situation. It is well established that an expression of information or belief that is unfavourable or disagreeable to the state or others cannot be justifiably restricted on that basis alone. Indeed, freedom of expression includes not only ‘“information” or “ideas” that are favourably received or regarded as inoffensive or as a matter of indifference, but also to those that offend,
shock or disturb; such are the demands of that pluralism, tolerance and broadmindedness without which there is no “democratic society” (Case of Vogt v. Germany, ECtHR Application No. 17851/91, para. 52(ii), 26 September 1995, Grand Chamber). This necessarily applies equally to academic content and conduct which may be seen by authorities as unfavourable or disagreeable, or which may offend shock, disturb, or challenge contemporary understandings of historical fact, as the freedom to engage in challenging inquiry and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FREEDOM / RIGHT</th>
<th>HUMAN RIGHTS INSTRUMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opinion and Expression</td>
<td>Universal Declaration of Human Rights [UDHR], Article 19 (“right to freedom of opinion and expression”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights [ICCPR], Article 19 (protecting freedom of opinion and freedom of expression as distinct rights)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>African Charter, Article 9 (“right to receive information” and “the right to express and disseminate [one’s] opinions within the law”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>American Convention on Human Rights [ACHR], Article 13 (“freedom of thought and expression”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Convention on the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms [ECHR], Article 10 (including within the right to freedom of expression the right to hold opinions without interference)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>UDHR, Article 26 (right to education)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>International Covenant on Economic Social and Cultural Rights [ICESCR], Article 13 (right of everyone to education)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protocol to ECHR, Article 2 (right to education)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>African Charter, Article 17 (right to education, participation in cultural life)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Additional Protocol to ACHR [Protocol of San Salvador], Article 13 (everyone has right to education)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberty and Security of Person</td>
<td>UDHR, Article 3 (right to life, liberty and security)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—— Article 5 (freedom from torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICCPR, Article 7 (freedom from torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—— Article 9 (right to liberty and security)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ECHR, Article 3 (prohibition on torture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—— Article 5 (right to liberty and security)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>African Charter, Article 5 (freedom from torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—— Article 6 (right to liberty and security)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACHR, Article 5 (right to humane treatment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—— Article 7 (right to liberty and security)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement or Travel</td>
<td>UDHR, Article 13 (right to freedom of movement within borders, right to leave any country and right to return to own country)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICCPR, Article 12 (right to liberty of movement, right to leave any country, and right to reenter own country)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—— Article 15(4) (States recognize “the benefits to be derived from the encouragement and development of international contacts and cooperation in the scientific and cultural fields”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ECHR, Protocol 4 Article 2 (liberty of movement, right to leave any country)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>European Social Charter, Strasbourg, 3.V. (1996), Article 18 (right to engage in a gainful occupation in the territory of other contracting parties)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>African Charter, Article 12 (freedom of movement, right to leave any country, right to return to own country)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACHR, Article 22 (right to move about a country, right to leave any country, non-expulsion of nationals, right to reenter own country)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly</td>
<td>UDHR, Article 20 (freedom of assembly and association)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICCPR, Article 21 (right to assembly)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ECHR, Article 11 (freedom of assembly and association)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>African Charter, Article 11 (freedom of assembly)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACHR, Article 15 (right to assembly)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association</td>
<td>UDHR, Article 20 (freedom of assembly and association)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICCPR, Article 22 (freedom of association)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ECHR, Article 11 (freedom of assembly and association)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>African Charter, Article 10 (freedom of association)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACHR, Article 16 (freedom of association)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. The constitutions in force on 1 June 2012 containing explicit provisions protecting academic freedom or liberty.
discourse is essential for scholars and higher education institutions to maximise their contributions to society.31

2.3 Article 13: Right to education

The right to education applies to everyone. It requires that education 'shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and the sense of its dignity, and shall strengthen the respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms' and that 'education shall enable all persons to participate effectively in a free society, promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations and all racial, ethnic or religious groups...' ('ICESCR': art. 13, para. 1). States are obligated to take affirmative steps through all possible means and to the maximum of available resources to achieve the full realisation of the right to education.32 Thus, states are obligated not only to respect but to promote academic freedom as a necessary component of quality higher education, as doing so contributes to the realisation of the right to education not only at the tertiary level but also at the levels of primary, secondary, vocational and non-traditional education. This is because of the interdependence within the education sector: primary and secondary schools depend on qualified teachers prepared in tertiary institutions; modes of instruction and curriculum are informed by the findings of scholars at the university level.33 Indeed, it is well established that 'the right to education can only be enjoyed if accompanied by the academic freedom of staff and students' and that 'staff and students throughout the education sector are entitled to academic freedom' (CESCR, 1999: para. 38).34 At a minimum, states are obligated not to halt progress deliberately or to regress in their realisation of the right to education (CESCR, 1990: para. 9; CESC, 1999: para. 45).35 States therefore must not impose new restrictions or limitations which would diminish the scope of academic freedom, in principle or practice.36

As outlined above, academic freedom is grounded in both freedom of opinion and expression and the right to education, but it is fully cognisable under either or both of them, implicating both negative and positive obligations.37 For example, a restriction on the publication of an academic article could be cognisable under the state’s negative obligations under ICCPR Article 19 not to interfere with academic conduct or content, the state’s negative obligations under ICESCR Article 13 not to regress in the progressive realisation of the right to education, and/or the state’s positive obligations under ICESCR Article 13 to promote academic freedom as a necessary element of the right to education.38

Moreover, states have the same general and procedural obligations for the protection of academic freedom as they do for other recognised rights. States are obligated to protect scholars against restrictions on academic conduct or content imposed by third parties,39 to provide procedural guarantees in proceedings based on academic conduct or content (ICCPR: art. 2),40 and to provide effective recourse and remedies for violations of the right (ICCPR: art. 3, para. 3).41

2.4 Protection for academic freedom claims manifesting as violations of other rights

As noted above, while academic freedom violations always implicate the right to freedom of opinion and expression and the right to education, they also frequently manifest as violations of other rights. Most commonly these include liberty and security of person (including for example detention or torture in retaliation for academic content or conduct)42; freedom of movement/right to travel (including restrictions on travel to international conferences based on the academic content to be presented)43; freedom of assembly (including restrictions on the organising of conferences based on academic content)44; and freedom of
The following sections analyse standards of protection for some of these rights as they relate to situations involving underlying academic freedom violations.

2.4.1 Arbitrary arrest and detention; deprivations of liberty

International law prohibits arbitrary arrest and detention, and deprivations of liberty ‘except on such grounds and in accordance with such procedure as are established by law’ (ICCPR: art. 9(1)). The ICCPR requires, *inter alia*, that anyone ‘who is arrested shall be informed, at the time of his arrest, of the reasons for his arrest and shall be promptly informed of any charges against him’; given a prompt hearing before ‘a judge or other officer authorized by law to exercise judicial power’; and shall ‘be entitled to trial within a reasonable time or to release’ (art. 9(2)–9(5)). Anyone deprived of liberty by arrest or detention is also entitled to proceedings in court to determine whether such detention is unlawful, and anyone who is unlawfully arrested or detained shall have an enforceable right to compensation (ICCPR: art. 9(5)). However, a deprivation of liberty which adheres to these basic elements may nevertheless still be considered arbitrary as any deprivation must be both reasonable and foreseeable.\(^4^6\) That is, the prohibition on arbitrariness is ‘not to be equated with “against the law”, but must be interpreted more broadly to include elements of inappropriateness, injustice, lack of predictability and due process of law’ (*Morais v. Angola*: para. 6.1).\(^4^7\) The UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention defines a deprivation of liberty as arbitrary when it is (i) impossible to invoke a legal basis to justify the deprivation of liberty; (ii) the deprivation results from the exercise of rights guaranteed in Articles 7, 13, 14, 18, 19, 20 and 21 of the UDHR or Articles 12, 18, 19, 21, 22, 25, 26 and 27 of the ICCPR; or (iii) there is grave and total or partial non-observance of the norms of fair trial.\(^4^8\) The standards generally do not provide for any exceptions to this right,\(^4^9\) and derogation is not likely to be accepted as the prohibition on arbitrary detention has been recognised as having the status of both customary international law and *jus cogens*.\(^5^0\)

Under these standards, a deprivation of physical liberty that is intended to prevent, stop, limit or chill academic content or conduct, or in retaliation for prior academic content or conduct, is arbitrary *per se* as it arises from the exercise of, *inter alia*, UDHR Article 19 and ICCPR Article 19 (as well as ICESCR Article 13). Such deprivation therefore violates *both* academic freedom *and* the freedom of liberty and security of the person guaranteed by international human rights law, and advocates in actions involving higher education institutions or personnel (including leadership, academic staff, non-academic staff and students) should evaluate the facts of the case for possible academic freedom claims. Examples of such instances might include:

- A higher education administrator, professor, researcher, lecturer or student is detained on charges referring explicitly or implicitly to the content of research projects or papers, classroom lectures or on campus talks (public and private), publications (including books, essays, newspaper columns, blog posts and emails) or other academic content or conduct. Such cases may include charges that a research project, talk or publication ‘offends the state’, ‘insults the head of state’, undermines ‘national identity’, or similar variations.

- A higher education administrator, professor, researcher, lecturer or student is detained without charge, or on charges which appear unrelated to academic content or conduct, such as corruption, mishandling grant or official monies, immoral activities, terrorism or threats to state security, etc., in circumstances where a close examination of the
history, timing and nature of the allegations strongly suggest a pretext intended to punish past academic content or conduct or to chill future academic content or conduct of the detainee or other individuals, especially other members of intellectual or higher education communities.

- A higher education administrator, professor, researcher, lecturer or student is detained without charge following, or on charges relating to non-violent expression of thought or opinion on issues of institutional governance or operations, including on issues of institutional leadership and policy, faculty appointments, faculty or student unions, campus organisations and protests and related concerns.

- A higher education administrator, professor, researcher, lecturer or student is detained without charge following, or on charges relating to non-violent exercise of ‘those internationally recognized civil, political, social and cultural rights applicable to all citizens’ (UNESCO, 1997: paras 26–9), including non-violent expression of thought or opinion on non-academic matters, in circumstances where a close examination of the history, timing and nature of the deprivation strongly suggests an intention to chill future academic content or conduct of the detainee or other individuals, especially other members of intellectual or higher education communities.

In sum, arrests, detentions or deprivations of liberty intended to punish or chill academic content or conduct and not justified by permissible restrictions relating to the right to freedom of expression, are arbitrary and impermissible. Such deprivations may not be justified by pretexts and advocates should examine the history, timing and nature of a deprivation for evidence of underlying intent to chill or punish academic content or conduct. Reviewers of any claims brought should similarly examine evidence presented relating to deprivations which suggest impermissible restrictions on academic freedom rights.

2.4.2 Restrictions on travel and movement

Travel and freedom of movement are essential aspects of academic freedom and quality higher education (UNESCO, 1997: para. 13). Scholars need to move within their own countries to conduct research or meet with colleagues, students or others, as well as to travel to and from other countries for the same purposes. The right of freedom of expression addresses these needs in recognising that the right ‘shall include freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers’ (ICCPR: art. 19 (2)). Academic freedom violations manifesting as denials of these rights generally involve denial of entry or return to a country not one’s own, expulsion from a country not one’s own, or restrictions on leaving any country or returning to or travelling within one’s own country.

Regarding denial of entry or return to a country not one’s own, international law recognises that states generally have the right to place restrictions on who may enter their territory. But they must exercise that right consistent with their existing human rights obligations, including those relating to academic freedom. Where denial of entry or re-entry intentionally restricts expression, such restriction must be prescribed by law for a legitimate aim and necessary in a democratic society, and cannot be discriminatory or arbitrarily imposed to restrict or punish academic content or conduct.

Evidence from publicly available reports suggests that many states deny entry or return to scholars because of academic content or conduct, either in isolated cases relating to a single publication of a single scholar, or more systematic denials of any scholars proposing research on unspecified taboo themes, including for example research into regional, ethnic
or political minorities, or into health or environmental crises. Nevertheless, few such cases have been brought to completion in international human rights fora. One important exception is *Cox v. Turkey* (hereinafter *Cox*), in which an American scholar living and working in Turkey for a number of years had expressed opinions during her lectures on the politically sensitive issue of Armenian and Turkish history. She was denied a routine visa to re-enter Turkey on the grounds that such expressions constituted a threat to national security. Finding that the scholar’s rights under ECHR Article 10 (which is materially identical to ICCPR Article 19) had been violated, the court held:

> [T]he ban on the applicant’s re-entry is materially related to her right to freedom of expression because it disregards the fact that Article 10 rights are enshrined ‘regardless of frontiers’ and that no distinction can be drawn between the protected freedom of expression of nationals and that of foreigners (*Cox v. Turkey*, para. 31).

*Cox* suggests that despite the initial presumption that states have the right to restrict who may enter their territories, where an applicant can show evidence that the denial of entry was intended to restrict or punish academic content or conduct – that is, evidence of academic freedom violation – then the burden will shift to the state to show that the denial is justified and consistent with its treaty obligations. *Cox* also suggests that courts reviewing a state’s justification will employ a strict standard of review reflecting the critical role of free expression (including academic freedom) in democratic society.58

Regarding expulsion from a country not one’s own based on academic content or conduct, one of the few reported cases is *Kenneth Good v. Botswana*, in which an Australian professor of political studies living and working in Botswana for a number of years had, as part of his academic work, criticised that country’s law of presidential succession. He was ordered deported and denied the opportunity to contest the order. Finding that the scholar’s rights under Article 9(2) of the African Charter had been violated, the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights held that ‘[t]he expulsion of a non-national legally resident in a country, for simply expressing their views, especially within the course of their profession, is a flagrant violation of [freedom of expression]’ (para. 200). The commission underscored the particular importance of academic freedom in this context:

> The opinions and views expressed [resulting in expulsion are] critical comments that are expected from an academician of the field; but even if the government, for one reason or another, considers the comments offensive, they are the type that can and should be tolerated. In an open and democratic society like Botswana, dissenting views must be allowed to flourish, even if they emanate from non-nationals (para. 199).

Regarding restrictions on leaving any country or returning to or travelling within one’s own country, international law recognises states’ obligations to respect freedom of movement.59 Therefore where an applicant can show evidence that restrictions on movement were intended to restrict or punish academic content or conduct – that is, evidence of academic freedom violation – the burden will shift to the state to show that the denial is justified and consistent with its treaty obligations. Examples of these types of violations may involve denial of passports or passport renewals, exit visas, travel permits or internal residence permits (for temporary residence relating to research).

In sum, all three manifestations – denial of entry or return to a country not one’s own, expulsion from a country not one’s own, or restrictions on leaving any country or returning to or travelling within one’s own country – represent violations of both academic freedom and the freedom of movement and travel guaranteed by international human rights law.
Advocates in actions involving higher education personnel (including leadership, academic staff, non-academic staff and students) should evaluate the facts of the case for possible academic freedom claims. In addition to the examples above other common examples might include:

- A foreign professor invited by local scholars to present a lecture at a conference is denied an entry visa because authorities in the host state disapprove of the lecture content.
- An academic returning from delivering a lecture at an academic conference abroad has her passport confiscated in retaliation for the content of the lecture.
- A researcher is denied a permit to collect data in another region in his own country in retaliation for prior academic content or conduct or to frustrate future work.
- A foreign scholar is denied a work permit to conduct extended or repeated field research in a country not her own because the host state disapproves of the research subject or seeks to control the content of resulting publications.

As with deprivations of liberty, restrictions on movement or travel or denials of related permissions that are intended to punish or chill academic content or conduct are arbitrary and impermissible under states’ treaty obligations. Such restrictions or denials may not be justified by pretexts and advocates should examine the history, timing and nature of a restriction or denial for evidence of underlying intent to chill or punish academic content or conduct. Reviewers of any claims brought should similarly examine evidence presented relating to restrictions or denials which suggest impermissible restrictions on academic freedom rights.

2.4.3 Wrongful or retaliatory discharge or loss of position

International standards within the higher education sector recognise limits on employer discretion concerning hiring and discharge, renewal or non-renewal of employment contracts, and promotions or demotions of academic personnel to the extent that scholars should ‘only be dismissed on professional grounds and in accordance with due process’ (UNESCO, 1997: para. 46). They ‘should not suffer any penalties simply because of the exercise of’ the human rights due all persons, including freedom of expression (UNESCO, 1997: para. 26). They shall have the right to ‘fulfill their functions without discrimination of any kind and without fear of repression by the state or any other source’, (UNESCO, 1997: para. 27) to teach and to carry out research work, without being forced to ‘instruct against their own best knowledge and conscience’ and ‘without any interference, or any suppression’, subject to accepted professional principles including professional responsibility, intellectual rigour, and standards and methods of teaching and research (UNESCO, 1997: paras 28–9).

Employment decisions which are intended to punish past academic content or conduct or to chill future academic content or conduct may violate these standards. They may also violate the international human rights law standards described above, including negative obligations not to impermissibly restrict or limit free expression and positive obligations to promote, inter alia, quality education. In addition, employment decisions which are undertaken summarily or without following established hearing or review procedures may also violate due process obligations, especially if the state is involved in the actions, as in the case of state-owned, controlled or funded institutions where scholars
are directly or indirectly employed by the state. This may include actions taken en masse against entire faculties or groups of scholars, as well as against individuals.

In the case of Lombardi Vallauri v. Italy, for example, an Italian professor of philosophy at a Catholic university in Italy who had lectured for 20 years under consecutive one-year contracts, applied for renewal and was summarily rejected without consideration at the direction of the Congregation for Catholic Education, an organisation affiliated with the Holy See, which claimed to the university that he held views in opposition to Catholic doctrine. The professor sought an explanation as to the Congregation’s specific allegations against him, and when no such explanation was provided, he sought review before the regional administrative court. The court rejected the petition on the grounds that adequate reasons had been provided for the decision, and that both the faculty board and the administrative court lacked jurisdiction to examine the Congregation’s decision (Lombardi Vallauri v. Italy). After reviewing the case, the ECtHR noted evidence establishing that the applicant was well-qualified, including the fact of the prior renewals over 20 years. The ECtHR found that the decision to deny his renewal constituted an interference with his right of free expression, inasmuch as: (a) that right includes the right to transmit knowledge without restriction; and (b) the basis for the refusal to consider renewing his contract had been the fact that he had expressed views contrary to Catholic doctrine. Further, ECtHR found that the faculty board’s failure to provide the applicant with any information as to the substance of the Congregation’s allegations against him deprived him of the opportunity to challenge the denial of his right to free expression in an adversarial setting; the domestic administrative courts erred in failing to address this situation. On this basis, the ECtHR held that the applicant was deprived of the basic procedural rights associated with the right to free expression. Such action was not, within the standard of the convention, ‘necessary in a democratic society’. For the same reasons, the court found that, by denying the applicant’s petition for administrative review the state had failed to provide due process – specifically effective access to court – in violation of ECHR Art. 6 (Lombardi Vallauri v. Italy).

It is important to note that the decision in Lombardi Vallauri did not involve the issue of pretext for the employment decision, in that the faculty board did not deny that the decision to reject the professor’s contract renewal was motivated by objections to his alleged views in opposition to Catholic doctrine. More commonly, employment decisions which are intended to punish past academic content or conduct or to chill future academic content or conduct may manifest as based on other, permissible grounds such as lack of qualification, unprofessional or immoral behaviour, or financial or administrative discretion unrelated to the scholar’s conduct or views. Common examples might include:

- Denial of promotion or tenure to a junior professor according to a standard promotion schedule despite apparent satisfaction of all requirements, when the professor is known to publish views which are critical of state or university authorities.
- Firing or denial of contract renewal to a professor, despite professional qualification and quality, after his teaching or lectures angered political authorities.
- Closing an entire department or faculty and discharging its academic staff in response to protesters outside the university objecting to the content of its research or teaching.

Again, advocates in actions involving higher education personnel (including leadership, academic staff, non-academic staff and students) should evaluate the history, timing and nature of the adverse employment decision for evidence of pretext and underlying intent.
to chill or punish academic content or conduct which may support claims under international human rights law of violations of, *inter alia*, free expression, academic freedom, the right to education and due process of law. Reviewers of any claims brought should similarly examine evidence presented relating to adverse employment decisions which suggest impermissible restrictions on academic freedom rights.

2.4.4 **Denial of the benefits of science and culture**

As noted above, international law recognises states’ obligations to promote access to the benefits of science and culture, which of necessity include protection and promotion of academic freedom. Indeed, the UN Special Rapporteur in the field of cultural rights has recently noted:

> Read in conjunction with the right to freedoms of association, expression and information, scientific freedom encompasses the right to freely communicate research results to others, and to publish and publicize them without censorship and regardless of frontiers. The right of scientists to form and join professional associations as well as to collaborate with others in their own country and internationally, including the freedom to leave and re-enter their own country, must also be respected and protected. In addition, scientific freedom involves respecting the autonomy of higher education institutions and the freedom of faculty and students to, *inter alia*, express opinions about the institution or system in which they work, and to fulfil their functions without discrimination or fear of repression by the State or any other actor (HRC, 2012: para.40).

This statement clarifies states’ obligations under the ICESCR to refrain from violating academic freedom rights and from halting their progress deliberately or regressing in their realisation, such as by restricting or censoring research, restricting access to information, denying the right of scholars to claim their work product, interfering with academic unions and associations, and otherwise restricting academic content or conduct through intimidation or fear. The statement also reemphasises states’ positive obligations to promote academic freedom, such as by encouraging international contacts and cooperation among scholars and universities.

Again, advocates in actions involving higher education personnel (including leadership, academic staff, non-academic staff and students) should evaluate the history, timing and nature of the conduct alleged for evidence of intentional and unintentional denial of the benefits of science and culture. Where evidence of intent is present, advocates may wish to bring claims for violations of the right to the benefits of science and culture (under ICESCR Art. 15) together with claims for general academic freedom violations (under ICCPR Art. 19 and ICESCR Art. 13), and any other rights violations discussed above through which these often manifest, including arbitrary detention or restrictions on travel or movement. While again noting that advocates may have difficulty asserting claims on behalf of individuals for violations of the right to the benefits of science and culture standing alone, presenting evidence of these positive obligations may create opportunities for reviewers to examine these treaty provisions more closely, and at a minimum may reinforce claims alleging related violations of negative prohibitions.

In cases lacking adequate evidence of intent, advocates may have difficulty advancing claims for academic freedom, free expression or other rights rooted in negative obligations. In such cases advocates may still be able to bring claims based on the right to the benefits of science and culture, if evidence shows that the conduct alleged had a negative impact on
academic freedom and/or access to the benefits of science and culture, and as such violated states’ positive obligations, even if the negative impact was unintentional. Similarly, reviewers of any claims alleging violations of the right to the benefits of science and culture should consider both states’ negative and positive obligations, including possible violations involving both intended and unintended harms to academic freedom and related rights.

3. Academic freedom protection in domestic constitutional law

It is worth noting in brief that beyond the international human rights law protections listed above, many states include protection for academic freedom in their constitutions. This may be done explicitly, through the use of terms like ‘academic freedom’ or ‘academic liberty’; it may be done directly but not explicitly, by including constituent elements of academic freedom including terms like ‘freedom of scientific inquiry’ or ‘right to teach’; and it may be done indirectly, by referencing the general rights essential to the full exercise of academic freedom, including ‘freedom of expression’ or ‘freedom to receive and impart ideas and information’. It may also be accomplished through direct incorporation of international human rights treaty obligations (for example, in its constitution Rwanda reaffirms its ‘adherence to the principles of human rights enshrined in the United Nations Charter … the Universal Declaration of Human Rights … the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights … the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights … the African Charter of Human and Peoples’ Rights …’ (Preamble, para. 9) among others). A brief survey suggests that as of December 2012, 20 state constitutions include explicit protections, 99 direct protections and 77 indirect protections. An analysis of these instruments suggests important trends.

The first of these trends is recency. There is a growing trend among newer constitutions to include explicit reference to academic freedom or academic liberty (e.g. South Sudan). This may reflect that many newer constitutions have been drafted by societies exiting a period of conflict, repression or dictatorship. Such societies often have direct, recent experience with repression of information and ideas, including persecution of scholars and/or co-optation of higher education institutions. Enshrining explicit protection for academic freedom may therefore provide both a clear mark of transition from repressive past and a pledge to ensure a more free, open society for the future. Similarly, the trend among newer constitutions to include explicit reference to academic freedom or academic liberty may also suggest an acknowledgment of the importance of intellectual freedom, creativity and top quality higher education in the emerging knowledge economies of the future. States will increasingly be dependent on their domestic knowledge capital for their independence and prosperity. Explicit protection for academic freedom signals the society’s commitment to free inquiry and creativity of thought, which are hallmarks of excellence and attractors not only for the higher education sector but for business, information technologies, science and development as well.

The second trend revealed in the analysis of constitutions is that explicit references to academic freedom tend to be drafted in broad language, without significant limitations. This may reflect recognition of the challenge, noted above, of articulating a more detailed definition of academic freedom that precisely defines all forms of protected content or conduct in all contexts. A broad statement of protection demonstrates a firm commitment while providing the flexibility necessary to implement protections based on changing conditions. Indeed, academic freedom is generally recognised as a right and/or located in the section of the constitution discussing rights and liberties. Articulated in this way, academic freedom...
freedom should be understood as an actionable claim, along with other rights and liberties. As with any articulation of rights in domestic law, when the right of academic freedom is tied to any limitations or restrictions, these must be consistent with the essence of the right and other rights included in the constitution, as well as the state’s international obligations under human rights law, outlined above. This means that permissible limits, if any, must be narrow in scope and consistent with the permissible limits on other expressive rights (e.g. narrow public order exceptions). Figure 1 lists for comparison and ease of reference, in reverse chronological order, the relevant language of the constitutions in force on 1 June 2012 containing explicit provisions protecting academic freedom or liberty.

An analysis of case law arising under national constitutional provisions, the degree and nature of local implementation, and relevant national legislation, are all beyond the scope of this article. The existence of these provisions, however, should be of great use to advocates. Indeed, bringing a local claim under such a provision may be absolutely necessary where exhaustion of local remedies is required to obtain jurisdiction before a UN body or regional human rights system. More generally, the trends described above may be useful to advocates making customary international law arguments relating to academic freedom, and to stakeholders seeking a more complete understanding of constitutional provisions relevant to a given situation.

4. Conclusion

Academic freedom is essential to healthy higher education communities and democratic life. Great nations depend on their intellectual and higher education sectors for creativity, critique, capacity and other forms of development. But to be healthy, higher education institutions and scholars need academic freedom and the autonomy to exercise it. And because the exercise of academic freedom by its nature produces challenges and tensions, whether from within the state or from third parties, robust protections for academic freedom are needed.

International human rights law protects academic freedom generally as independently and interdependently derived from freedom of expression and the right to education. Additional protections are found in related provisions of law protecting specific elements of academic content and conduct, such as the promotion of science and culture, and in international higher education standards. In addition, many states have recognised their obligations to protect academic freedom not only under their international human rights treaty obligations, but by including explicit protection for academic freedom or liberty in their constitutions.

Advocates in cases involving higher education institutions and personnel are urged to consider claims for academic freedom violations which may be available under these provisions, either alone or joined with claims alleging violations of other rights under which academic freedom violations often manifest, such as arbitrary detention or restrictions on travel or movement of higher education personnel. Bringing claims for academic freedom violations can strengthen a case by providing an additional basis for relief and providing evidence of motive or intent underlying claims for violations of other rights. Bringing claims for relief may also address the wider harms to the applicant and society generally that result from attacks on intellectual expression and are not reached by claims for violations of other rights. Finally, by bringing claims for academic freedom violations, advocates may help to highlight the scope of academic freedom violations globally, and in doing so help to develop the existing standards of protection, contributing to greater respect for and enjoyment of these rights in the future.
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36. Under the ICESCR, the enjoyment of the right to education may be subject ‘only to such limitations as are determined by law only in so far as this may be compatible with the nature of these rights and solely for the purpose of promoting the general welfare in a democratic society’ (art. 4). As stated in the ‘Limburg Principles’, this provision was ‘primarily intended to be protective of the rights of individuals rather than permissive of the imposition of limitations by the State’ (UNHCR, 1987: Annex, para. 46).
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